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B

orn in Maseru, Lesotho, Bokang Moleli
fondly known as Malome Vector,
crossed the border to follow his dream.
The 28yr old started his journey in 2004 at the
tender age of 14.
The rapper, singer, song writer and producer
describes his sound as a combination of Famo
(contemporary Sesotho music, which features
the accordion and oil can drum) fused with
Afro Pop and Hip Hop. He strongly believes
in his versatile nature and does not want to be
boxed to one genre. He aspires to HHP’s music
and lyricism as well as his peer Ntate Stunna
who he has worked with on other projects.
In June 2020, Malome Vector was officially
introduced by Ambitiouz Entertainment with
his debut single titled ‘Dumelang’. The single
was quickly followed by a music video which
is currently on over four million views.
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THE INTRO
In 2019, the Lesotho-born rapper released his second single titled ‘Follow’. The
single received such a great reception, that it occupied the number one spot on
iTune’s top Hip Hop songs and took the second spot on all genres. With ‘Dumelang’
and ‘Follow’ still topping the charts, Malome Vector introduced another smash
hit titled ‘Nobody’, which derived from an old struggle song of the same title. In
‘Nobody’, Malome Vector sang about a beautiful girl he wanted to marry. The single
was released in January 2021 together with a music video that tells a story of a young
man who is in love.
In 2021, Malome Vector was awarded a double platinum plaque by Ambitiouz
Entertainment for Dumelang after it had exceeded seven million streams. In the
same year, Dumelang was nominated for Music Video of the Year at 27th South
African Music Awards. Malome Vector was also nominated for the MTV Africa Music
Awards, and All Africa Music Awards. While in the celebratory mood, Malome Vector
released another love-filled song titled ‘Lerato’ as he continued to profess his love.
‘Lerato’ was also released alongside a storytelling music video.
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DEBUT ALBUM
In the festive season of 2021, Malome Vector released
a track titled ‘Enjoyment’ featuring Wave Rhyder, which
was quickly followed by his debut titled ‘Karabo’ in the
beginning of 2022. The masterpiece features an array of
stars like stable mates Blaq Diamond, Intaba Yase Dubai,
and Wave Rhyder, long-time friend Ntate Stunna, Ubuntu
Band and BET award-winner Sjava. The album's 18 tracks
tell the story of Malome Vector’s life, mostly his daughter.

The rapper’s fans were blessed in March 2022 when he
released ‘Mangoane’ music video, which was his album’s
very first music video. Some parts of the music video
were shot in a kraal to put emphasis that he was marrying
the overseas girl of his dreams.
The rapper is set to release more visuals as he continues
to work on his fashion line as well as more music.

LINKS TO MUSIC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVoEYmTQYlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HlGqj53bkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9OFTqv-VE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJm4KGwzo-E
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Twitter: @Malome_Vector (39.7k followers)
Facebook: Malome Vector (2.6m followers)
Instagram: @malome_vector (119k followers)
Tik Tock: @malome_vector (271k followers)
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Management: Kgosi - kgosi@ambitiouz.co.za
PR Queries: communications@ ambitiouz.co.za
communications@ ambitiouz.co.za
Booking/Sampling Queries: bookings@ambitiouz.co.za
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Tel: 087 550 8544 Email: info@ambitiouz.co.za Web: www.ambitiouz.co.za
Address: Maxwell Business Park, Midrand, South Africa, Johannesburg
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